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ABSTRACT: Aerosols of variable composition, size, and
shape are associated with public health concerns as well as
with light-particle interactions that play a role in the energy
balance of the atmosphere. Photochemical reactions of 2-
oxocarboxylic acids in the aqueous phase are now known to
contribute to the total secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
budget. This work explores the cross reaction of glyoxylic acid
(GA) and pyruvic acid (PA) in water, the two most abundant
2-oxocarboxylic acids in the atmosphere, under solar
irradiation and dark thermal aging steps. During irradiation,
PA and GA are excited and initiate proton-coupled electron
transfer or hydrogen abstraction and α-cleavage reactions, respectively. The time series of photoproducts is studied by ion
chromatography (IC) with conductivity and electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry (MS) detection, direct ESI-MS
analysis in the negative ion mode, and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR). The use of one-dimensional (1H and
13C NMR) and two-dimensional NMR techniques includes gradient correlation spectroscopy (gCOSY) and heteronuclear
single quantum correlation (HSQC). The aging of photoproducts in the dark is monitored by UV−visible spectroscopy. The
periodicity in the time domain of the optical properties is explained in terms of chromophores that undergo alternating
thermochromism and photobleaching between nighttime and daytime cycles, respectively. A reaction mechanism for the cross
reaction of GA and PA explaining the generation of trimers with general formulas C5H8O5 (148 Da), C6H10O5 (162 Da), and
C5H8O6 (164 Da) is provided based on all experimental observations.

■ INTRODUCTION

Photochemical reactions in the aqueous phase can contribute
significantly to the total secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
budget.1,2 Simple 2-oxocarboxylic acids such as glyoxylic acid
(GA) and pyruvic acid (PA) can photogenerate radicals in the
aqueous phase,3−7 where inorganic electrolytes such as
ammonium and sulfate can participate in thermal processes.7−9

GA (pKa = 3.13)10 and PA (pKa = 2.39)11 are widely available
in aqueous SOA due to the photo-oxidative processing of
isoprene12−14 and aromatics15−19 forming them.17−19 GA and
PA are the two most abundant 2-oxocarboxylic acids in organic
aerosols identified at different sites.20−22 The net rates of GA
and PA generation in atmospheric waters are 2.95 (±0.89) ×
1010 mol year−1 ≡ 0.71 (±0.21) TgC year−1 and 1.80 (±0.46)
× 109 mol year−1 ≡ 64.7 (±16.7) GgC year−1, respectively.23

The partitioning of GA and PA into the particle phase can be
as high 88% and 67%, respectively.24

Our previous work has explained the chemical fate of GA
and PA during self-photoreactions.6,7,9 However, the cross
photoinduced reaction of GA and PA and the possible
associated mechanism for this process has remained unex-
plored and is tackled here for the first time. This laboratory
work reports how sunlight can trigger the cross photoreaction
of GA and PA in atmospheric water mimics. Then, thermal
reactions of the photoproducts are monitored during dark

periods. Photoproducts are identified and monitored during
the reaction by (1) ion chromatography (IC) with dual
conductivity and electrospray (ESI) mass spectrometric (MS)
detection, (2) direct ESI-MS analysis in the negative ion mode,
and (3) nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)
analysis including one-dimensional (1H and 13C NMR), and
two-dimensional gradient correlation spectroscopy (gCOSY)
and heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC)
experiments.

■ MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Preparation of Experiments and Controls. Mixtures of
PA (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.1%) and GA (Sigma-Aldrich, 51.7 wt%
in H2O) were prepared daily in ultrapure water (Elga Purelab
flex, 18.2 MΩ cm−1). The mixture of 30−50 mM PA and 250
−300 mM GA was doped with inorganic electrolytes including
[Na+] = 468 mM, [Cl−] = 545 mM and [SO4

2−] = 28.2 mM
prepared from NaCl (Fisher, 100.3%), Na2SO4 (Fisher,
100.1%) and HCl (EMD, 37.7%). Additional environmental
considerations explaining all the previous concentrations are
provided in the Supporting Information. The mixture was
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adjusted to pH 1.0 with [HCl] = 2.0 M, and 180.0 mL were
transferred to a customized fused silica photoreactor of 220.0
mL capacity. The reactor was sealed and ethanol (Ricca, 69.6%
v/v) was recirculated through a jacket (Thermo Scientific, A25
bath circulator) to keep the temperature at 298 K. Solutions
underwent continuous sparging at a flow rate of 100 mL min−1

with 1 atm air (Scott-Gross, UHP) starting 30 min before
photolysis for [O2(aq)]0 = 0.26 mM. The control experiments
in Table 1 were designed to study the effect of inorganic

electrolytes and the concentration of O2(g) on the cross
reaction of GA and PA, and included: Control A under 1 atm
N2(g) (Scott-Gross, UHP), control B under 1 atm O2(g)
(Scott-Gross, UHP) for [O2(aq)]0 = 1.24 mM, control C
without electrolytes, control D without electrolytes under 1
atm N2(g), control E without electrolytes under 1 atm O2(g),
and control F without light.
Photochemical Experiments and Thermal Treatment

of Photolyzed Samples. The photochemical setup em-
ployed includes a 1 kW high-pressure Xe−Hg lamp (New-
port). A water filter was used (Newport) to remove unwanted
infrared radiation, and a cutoff filter (Oriel) at λ ≥ 305 nm
provided actinic radiation in the solar window. Potassium
ferrioxalate (Alfa Aesar, 98.9%) was used as an actinometer to
measure the actinic flux (1.06 × 10−5 Einstein L−1 s−1 for λ ≥
305).25 During the first stage of processing (Stage I in Scheme
1), samples of the experiment and controls (Table 1) were
irradiated for 6 h and 5.0 mL aliquots were withdrawn from the
reactor at 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 h. A 30% of the aliquot was
immediately frozen at −20 °C and stored in the dark for later
analyses by IC-ESI-MS, direct ESI-MS, and NMR spectrosco-
py. The analysis of freshly photolyzed samples (before
freezing) by these techniques verified that none of the
products reported could result from the freezing process.
The remaining 3.5 mL of sample was transferred to a Suprasil
cuvette (Starna Cells, 10 mm optical path length) to monitor
its aging (Stage II in Scheme 1) in the dark by UV−visible
spectroscopy for 15 h at 298 K followed by 9 h at 323 K. The
same analyses performed on the irradiated samples were also
applied to the aged samples after dark periods.
About 130.0 mL of the remaining photolyzed sample was

stored in the dark for 24 h and then rephotolyzed (Stage III in
Scheme 1) under the same conditions previously described.
The later rephotolyzed samples underwent a second aging
process in the dark monitored by UV−visible spectroscopy
(Stage IV in Scheme 1). The conversions of individual samples

of GA and PA have been previously reported in the same
setup.6,7,26,27

Analysis of Products. Samples were analyzed by (1) UV−
visible spectroscopy, (2) IC-MS also equipped with a
conductivity detector, (3) direct infusion electrospray mass
spectroscopy (ESI-MS) in the negative ionization mode, and
(4) a combination of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(NMR) experiments including one-dimensional (1D) 1H and
13C NMR, and two-dimensional (2D) gradient correlation
spectroscopy (gCOSY), and heteronuclear single quantum
correlation (HSQC). The uncertainty associated with UV−
visible spectroscopy, IC-MS, and ESI-MS measurements, based
on the propagation of systematic errors,28 was lower than 1.0%.
The presence or absence of carbonyl groups in the cross
products was verified by UHPLC-MS analysis of samples
derivatized with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH).
UV−visible spectra (190 ≤ λ ≤ 750 nm) of initial and

irradiated samples were recorded immediately after sampling
with an Evolution 220 scanning spectrophotometer (Thermo
Scientific) equipped with a temperature controlled multicell
holder (Thermo Scientific, SPE 8 W). In addition, spectra were
recorded during the aging processing every 30 min. Actual
initial concentrations of GA and PA in the mixture were solved
from total absorbance using Beer’s law and the calculated
molar absorption coefficients of pure GA (εGA = 11.6 M−1

cm−1 at λ = 240 nm)29 and PA (εPA = 11.3 M−1 cm−1 at λ =
320 nm)15 standard solutions in water. Multiple wavelengths
(λ = 260, 270, 280, 290, 300, and 320 nm) were chosen to
calculate the molar absorption coefficient of each standard and
their relative contribution to the total absorbance in the
mixture. The molar absorption coefficients were calculated for
PA (ε260 = 26.7 M−1 cm−1, ε270 = 7.50 M−1 cm−1, ε280 = 5.00
M−1 cm−1, ε290 = 5.70 M−1 cm−1, ε300 = 7.60 M−1 cm−1, and
ε320 = 11.3 M−1 cm−1) and GA (ε260 = 2.60 M−1 cm−1, ε270 =
2.50 M−1 cm−1, ε280 = 2.20 M−1 cm−1, ε290 = 1.70 M−1 cm−1,
ε300 = 1.40 M−1 cm−1, and ε320 = 1.00 M−1 cm−1) using the
Beer’s law equation:

ε= [ ]A b X (1)

Table 1. Experiments and Controls To Investigate the Cross
Reaction of GA and PAa

conditions

atmosphere

hν electrolytes air N2 O2

experiment X X X
control A X X X
control B X X X
control C X X
control D X X
control E X X
control F X X

ahν indicates the presence of light. Electrolytes include Na+, Cl−, and
SO4

2−.

Scheme 1. Representation of the Processing of Glyoxylic
Acid (GA) and Pyruvic Acid (PA) Mixturesa

aStages I and III are both 6 h photolysis periods. Stages II and IV each
refer to (dark) thermal aging during 15 h at 298 K followed by 9 h
processing at 323 K. Adapted from ref 7.
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for a path length b = 1.0 cm and the measured absorbance of
individual standard solutions (X = GA or PA) of [GA] = 90.3
mM and [PA] = 28.8 mM. Microsoft Excel Solver was used to
solve the actual initial concentrations for GA and PA in the
experimental mixture, which were typically ca. [PA]0 = 27.9
mM and [GA]0 = 235.6 mM.28 More details about this
calculation can be found in the Supporting Information.
Samples for ion chromatography were diluted 500 times

with ultrapure water before injection with an autosampler
(Dionex AS) in an IC (Dionex ICS-2000) provided with an
IonPack AS11-HC (2 mm) analytical column and a
conductivity detector. An ESI probe interfaced the output of
the conductivity detector to a mass spectrometer (Thermo
Scientific, MSQ Plus). The same chromatograph and mass
spectrometer conditions previously established by Zhou and
Guzman30 were used in this work. Briefly, the initial 1 mM
potassium hydroxide concentration at a flow of 0.38 mL min−1

was increased following three linear gradient steps (1.4 mM
min−1 up to 15 mM, 1.5 mM min−1 up to 30 mM, and 3.0 mM
min−1 up to 60 mM).30 For direct infusion analysis, samples
were diluted 1000 times with ultrapure water and injected in
the ESI-MS, which was operated in negative ion mode at 70 psi
nitrogen nebulizing gas, 450 °C, 2.4 kV needle voltage, and 40
V cone voltage, unless otherwise indicated in the text.
NMR (Varian INOVA 400) spectra at room temperature

were recorded using a 5 mm NMR tube (Wilmad) with 540
μL of sample spiked with 60 μL of D2O (Cambridge Isotope,
99.9%), for field-frequency lock doped with 3-(trimethylsilyl)-
1-propanesulfonic acid sodium salt (DSS, Sigma-Aldrich, 97%)
internal standard. A water suppression enhanced through T1
effects (WET) solvent suppression method was applied using
VnmrJ 3.2 software to eliminate more than 99.3% of the H2O
signal. Further details of the NMR methods can be found in
the Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optical Properties. Figure 1 shows how UV−visible

spectra for a mixture with 235.6 mM GA and 27.9 mM PA in
the presence of electrolytes under 1 atm air (experiment in
Table 1) vary during the four stages described in Scheme 1.
Before irradiation a peak at λ = 321 nm from PA is observed
together with a shoulder at λ = 276 nm due to GA. After 6 h of
irradiation, the loss of CO groups in the UV spectrum is
registered due to photobleaching during stage I (Scheme 1).
For the following 24 h of thermal aging in stage II, an
absorbance increase is observed reflecting thermochromism.8

For the second irradiation period, which simulates a second
daytime cycle (stage III in Scheme 1), photobleaching
produces a practically identical spectrum to the one observed
at the end of stage I. Similarly, a second nighttime cycle
developing thermochromism in dark stage IV results in strong
absorption that recovers to the level developed during stage II.
The optical properties of the mixture of products change

during the four processing stages reflecting the presence of
alcohol, aldehyde, and ether groups.8 During nighttime under
mild atmospheric conditions, these functional groups react
with low activation energy barriers to produce chromophoric
species. For example, the self-condensation of aldehydes,31,32

the formation of alkenes from alcohols,33 and the esterification
of acids,34 are viable atmospheric reactions. Particularly,
unsaturated hydrocarbons can undergo facilitated hydration
in the presence of light,35 which explains the photobleaching
registered in the UV−visible spectra.

Figure 2 shows the normalized areas integrated under the
UV−visible absorption spectra in the range 295 ≤ λ ≤ 500 nm

for each stage in Scheme 1 for an experiment and all controls
in Table 1. For normalization, all integrated areas were divided
by its initial area before irradiation. Control F in the dark is not
included in Figure 2 because it continued unchanged for the
four stages. The largest change in Figure 2 corresponds to the
comparison of stages I and III under irradiation displaying
photobleaching versus dark (aging) stages II and IV
corresponding to thermochromism.7,8 The presence of
[O2(aq)] and electrolytes affects each stage differently.
Some minor changes are observed at the end of stage I

(Figure 2), and thermochromism becomes pronounced during
stage II. After stage II, for increasing [O2(aq)] in the presence

Figure 1. UV−visible absorption spectra (pink solid line) before
photolysis, (red short dashed line) post-photolysis at the end of stage
I; (black dashed line) followed by 15 h of thermal aging at 298 K and
9 h at 323 K in stage II, (blue dash-dot-dot line) after a second 6 h
photolysis in stage III, and (green dash-dot line) after a second
thermal aging in stage IV. Experimental conditions: Mixture of [GA]
= 235.6 mM and [PA] = 27.9 mM, [Na+] = 545 mM, [SO4

2−] = 28.2
mM, and [Cl−] = 468 mM, at pH 1.0 under 1 atm air.

Figure 2. Normalized area (λmin = 295 nm and λmax = 500 nm) under
the UV−visible absorption spectra for (red ●) an experiment, (blue
▲) control A in N2 (pink ▼), control B in O2, (violet ■) control C
without electrolytes, (orange ⧫) control D without electrolytes in N2,
and (black ▲) control E without electrolytes in O2. Experimental
conditions are defined in Figure 1, and controls are given in Table 1.
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of electrolytes (control A < experiment < control B in Table 1)
thermochromism decreases. The areas at the end of stage II
increase in the order O2(g) < air < N2(g): 1.30 < 1.44 < 2.17,
which is 3.5 (±0.1) larger than observed for the self-reaction of
GA in the presence of electrolytes.7 The same interpretation is
applicable to the subset of experiments in the absence of
electrolytes (controls C, D, and E). Electrolytes affect the
development of thermochromism for stage II as demonstrated
by contrasting the subsets in air (experiment vs control C), in
N2(g) (controls A vs D), and in O2(g) (controls B vs E). The
sample with no electrolytes displays greater thermochromism
in air, which comparatively increases in N2(g) but drops in
O2(g). In stage III a second photobleaching cycle starts, while
during stage IV, a reversal in the magnitude of the areas is
observed for the pairs (1) experiments and control C, (2)
controls A and D, and (3) controls B and E. However, the
previous absorption enhancement due to the presence of
electrolytes is much less pronounced for the latter case in 1
atm O2(g).
In summary, the presence of O2 is detrimental for the

formation of chromophores. Electrolytes play a significant
different role enhancing thermochromism in stage IV and
diminishing it in stage II. The previous observation implies that
the formation of complex polyfunctional CxHyOz molecules
observed at the end of stages I and II contribute to the
production of less oxygenated species as shown by the
relatively lower number of peaks in the 65−85 ppm region
of the 13C NMR Spectra in Figure S1 (Supporting
Information) compared to stages III and IV.
These new CxHyOz species created from the mix of ∼28 mM

PA and ∼236 mM GA undergo thermochromism through
interactions with electrolytes after stage III. For comparison,
the analysis of two cycles of photobleaching and thermochrom-
ism for the processing of 26.0 mM PA (no GA) for controls G-
M listed in Table S1 is available in Figure S2 (Supporting
Information). The effect of electrolytes ([Na+] = 545 mM,
[Cl−] = 468 mM, and [SO4

2−] = 28.2 mM, excluding NH4
+) in

Figure S2 agrees well with previous observations (for higher 80
mM solutions of PA in 2 M ammonium bisulfate)8 for the
enhancement of thermochromism for PA alone during stages II
and IV. Thus, thermochromism increases (Figures 2) with
higher ionic strength (from inert electrolytes) and temperature,
which promotes the dehydration of hydroxyl functional groups
in alcohols >CH-C(OH)< to form olefin groups >CC<.8

The hydration of unsaturated carbons is facilitated through
photoinduced reactions in water.8 GA behaves as a typical
species that can alter the reactivity of PA by cross-reacting with
it, which affects the composition of the complex organic matter
created. As a result, the new organic matter from the cross-
reaction possesses a higher O/C ratio of 0.83−1.20 compared
to 0.71−1.00 for the photoproducts of PA in the absence of
GA. To sum up, the optical properties of the mixture along the
different stages in Scheme 1 are affected by multiple functional
groups in the photolyzed and thermally aged samples. The
complex chemical composition of the products should enable
light interactions (absorption and scattering) in the presence of
electrolytes.8,9 The presence of electrolytes and dissolved O2
do affect the chemical reactivity of the organic species upon
irradiation and thermal aging.
Identification of Products. The cross reaction products

for the photolysis of GA and PA mixtures are analyzed by (1)
IC-ESI-MS and (2) direct infusion ESI-MS, excellent
techniques for species possessing −COOH groups. The

information from direct infusion ESI-MS reveals the mass-to-
charge ratio (m/z) for all anionic products present in the
sample. IC-ESI-MS also provides m/z values, but after
chromatographic separation of the mixture, which eliminates
possible artifacts caused by infusing a mixture of products
directly. The data below for both methods reports a similar
composition of product for the experiment and control C,
suggesting that the presence of inorganic electrolytes does not
determine the structure of products.
Figure 3 shows chromatograms with conductivity and ESI-

MS detection in the negative ion mode for the same

experiment in Figure 1 before and after 6 h photolysis. In
Figure 3A before irradiation, peaks 1 through 4 eluting at
6.624, 10.674, 11.900, and 19.487 min in the conductivity
detector are assigned by their m/z values and with matching
standards to pyruvate (C3H3O3

−, m/z 87), glyoxylate
(C2H1O3

−, m/z 73), chloride (Cl−), and bisulfate (HSO4
−,

m/z 97), respectively.
Upon 6 h of photolysis, new peaks 6, 7, and 8 elute in Figure

3B and correspond to the products from the self-photoreaction
of PA,3,27 2-(3-oxobutan-2-yloxy)-2-hydroxypropionate
(C7H11O5

−, m/z 175), and two diastereomers of 2,3-
dimethyltartrate (C6H9O6

−, m/z 177).6,26,27 Peaks 9 and 10
are assigned to a trace of tartrate (C7H11O5

−, m/z 149, a self-
reaction product of GA) eluting at 19.086 min, and to a trace

Figure 3. Ion chromatogram with conductivity and ESI-MS (−)
detection for the experiment in Figure 1 (A) before and (B) after 6 h
of irradiation. Key for peaks: (1) PA (m/z 87), (2) GA (m/z 73), (3)
chloride, (4) sulfate (m/z 97) (5) C6H9O5

− (m/z 161), (6) C5H7O5
−

(m/z 147), a shoulder of C6H9O5
− (m/z 161), and 2-(3-oxobutan-2-

yloxy)-2-hydroxypropionic acid (C7H11O5
−, m/z 175), (7) a

diastereomer of 2,3-dimethyltartaric acid (C6H9O6
−, m/z 177), (8)

a second diastereomer of 2,3-dimethyltartaric acid and C5H7O6
− (m/z

163), (9) tartaric acid (m/z 149), and (10) oxalic acid (m/z 89).
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of oxalate (C2H1O4
−, m/z 89, at 20.937 min), as observed in

the photolysis of GA alone.7 Three additional new peaks
labeled 5, 6, and 8 appear in the conductivity detector due
exclusively to the cross-reaction of GA with PA. However,
some conductivity peaks correspond to overlapping species
based on the distinctive m/z values extracted with the help of
the MS detector. For example, peak 6 contains anions at m/z
147, 161, and 175, while peak 8 includes the anions at m/z 177
and 163, which can be resolved as extracted ions. However,
because the species at m/z 163 is absent in experiments with
pure PA or GA,6,7,26,27 this species must be a cross photolysis
product of GA and PA. The extracted ion count at m/z 175
and 177 shows that there are one and two peaks in the
chromatogram (Figure 3B) for each of them, respectively.
The peak eluting at 5.796 min for m/z 175 in Figure 3B is

assigned to 2-(3-oxobutan-2-yloxy)-2-hydroxypropionate or
simply an oxo-C7 product of PA,

3 whose area grows at longer
irradiation times. The other major photoproducts with a
formula mass of 178 Da originate from the self-reaction of PA,
and elute closely at 17.927 and 18.538 min in the conductivity
detector (peaks 7 and 8 in Figure 3B). Based on previous work
for the self-photoreaction of PA,6 the peaks at 17.927 and
18.538 min are assigned to two diastereomers (2R,3R and
2R,3S) of 2,3-dimethyltartaric acid (Figure S4, Supporting
Information) produced from the combination of ketyl radicals
of PA, K•. In conclusion, the new species for peaks 5, 6, and 8
with molecular mass of 162, 148, and 164 Da, respectively,
result from the cross-photoreaction of GA and PA. The new
C5H8O5 (148 Da) molecule eluting in peak 5 with m/z 147 is
proposed to be 2-hydroxy-2-(2-oxopropoxy)acetic acid (oxo-
C5 cross-product) or an isomer. Coeluting with the previous is
a similar C6H10O5 (162 Da) molecule contributing to peak 6
with m/z 161 tentatively assigned to 2-hydroxy-2-((1-
oxopropan-2-yl)oxy)propanoic acid (oxo-C6 cross-product),
which at its tail overlaps with 2-hydroxy-2-((3-oxobutan-2-
yl)oxy)propanoic acid (176 Da) (oxo-C7 product of PA).
Finally, the new C5H8O6 (164 Da) molecule is proposed to be
2,3-dihydroxy-2-methylsuccinic acid or an isomer, and elutes
with peak 8 overlapping 2,3-dimethyltartaric acid (178 Da).
Therefore, the new species in peaks 5, 6, and 8 should have
similar structures to the coeluting species listed above.
Figure 4 shows direct infusion ESI-MS spectra reflecting

composition changes before and after 1, 2, 4, and 6 h of
irradiation for the experiment with GA and PA. No products
heavier than 250 Da are observed during irradiation. The
cross-reaction products with general formulas C5H8O5 (148
Da), C6H10O5 (162 Da), and C5H8O6 (164 Da) are observed
after irradiation for 1 h.
The peaks in Figure 4 with m/z 127 and 129, which would

correspond to compounds with formula mass of 128 and 130
Da, are actually ascribed to clusters of the most abundant
(99.67%) gem-diol form of GA (Khyd = [gem-diol form of
GA]/[keto-form of GA] = 3.0 × 102 at 298 K)36 with chloride.
The area under each MS peak indicates that the abundance
ratio of the anions B127 = 0.74 and B129 = 0.26 is related by the
natural abundance of 35Cl to 37Cl.37 (Figure S3A, Supporting
Information). A similar isotopic signature for one chlorine in
the cluster, B127/B129 = 0.74/0.26, is observed for the
photolysis of 252.1 mM GA with electrolytes in air7 (Figure
S3B, Supporting Information). Because neither of the peaks at
m/z 127 and 129 is detected in the IC-ESI-MS chromato-
grams, they are interpreted as ESI clusters and not actual
products.

The change in the ion count for direct infusion ESI-MS and
IC-MS for GA, PA, and the photoproducts during the initial
photolysis stage is shown in Figure 5A and 5B, respectively.
GA (m/z 73) and PA (m/z 87) decay in the time series of
Figure 5A due to photolysis in stage I, both first order
reactions in the concentration of each reactant.38 The species
that grow with irradiation time are those identified above with
a mass of 162, 164, and 178 Da. Figure 5B shows how the areas
under chromatographically separated extracted ion peaks
change for reactants and photoproducts. The mass spectrom-
eter allows the identification of species that could coelute at
the same retention time by distinguishing their different m/z
values. The species eluting at 4.8 min (m/z 161), 5.9 min (m/z
175 and 161), 18.0 min (m/z 177), and 18.6 min (m/z 177,
163) grow exponentially over time in Figure 5B. However, the
area for the peak at m/z 175 reaches a steady level during the
beginning stage of photolysis. A comparison to the results from
PA photolyzed controls G to M (Table S1, Supporting
Information) indicates that the efficiency for the production of
2-(3-oxobutan-2-yloxy)-2-hydroxypropionic acid (m/z 175) is
largely diminished by the presence of GA.
The use of NMR spectroscopy provides additional structural

information to characterize the photolysis mixture. Figure 6
displays the 13C NMR spectrum of a photolyzed mixture of GA
and PA after 6 h irradiation (red trace) compared to the
spectrum before photolysis (black trace). The signals at δ =
0.000, 17.594, 21.701, and 56.964 ppm correspond to DSS.
There are three peaks that belong to the carbonyl form of PA
at the following chemical shifts: (1) 28.496 ppm for the −CH3
carbon, (2) 166.377 ppm for the − COOH carbon, and (3)
200.01 ppm for the CO carbon in PA. Similarly, there are
three other peaks for the gem-diol form of PA, 2,2-

Figure 4. ESI-MS(−) spectra for the experiment in Figure 1 during
stage I (Scheme 1) (A) before photolysis, and after (B) 1, (C) 2, (D)
4, and (E) 6 h of irradiation.
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dihydroxypropanoic acid (DHPA), at (1) 27.891 ppm for the
−CH3 carbon, (2) 177.686 ppm for the −COOH carbon, and
(3) 95.412 ppm for the carbon with two hydroxyl groups,
−C(OH)2. For GA and its gem-diol, the − COOH groups are

found at δ = 194.090 and 175.900 ppm, respectively. The gem-
diol (−C(OH)2) group of GA is found at δ 88.894 ppm in
Figure 6, while the aldehyde in equilibrium is at δ 175.886.
After 6 h of irradiation, the peaks for PA and DHPA at 27.891,
28.496, 95.412, 177.686, 194.090, and 200.001 ppm disappear.
Simultaneously, the intensity drop of GA and PA, e.g., from
their gem-diols in equilibrium respectively at δ = 88.894,
95.412 ppm indicate their loss. The red trace for the products
in Figure 6 reveals new signals in the region 155−185 ppm,
which arise from carboxylic acids. In more detail, the peaks at
168.501 ppm for oxalic acid and 179.401 ppm for formic acid
both from GA self-reaction, and 179.912 ppm for the oxo-C7
product of PA self-reaction are accompanied by new cross-
products signals at 165.891 and 179.806 ppm. The appearance
of ether groups is evidenced by new peaks within the 40−80
ppm range39 (δ = 70.278, 72.179, 77.397, 77.535, 79.489,
79.751 ppm) that grow during the post-irradiation period for
the GA + PA mixture. Similar observations have been made for
experiments with individual GA7 or PA.6,26 Because GA is
consumed over time during the cross photolysis reaction, as
shown by the data in Figure 3, the large intensity peak for a
carbonyl at δ = 175.895 ppm that practically overlaps the
carbonyl form of GA reflects the formation of aldehyde
products. This observation is also confirmed by the results in
Figure 6 that display the production of aldehydes. In summary,
these data provide additional evidence that the C5- and C6-
carboxylic acids of mass 148, 162, and 164 Da possess ether
and aldehyde groups. Additional information, including 1D 1H
and 13C NMR, and 2D gCOSY and HSQC, is provided in the
Supporting Information (Figures S5−S7).
Figure 7 shows the ion count change over the different

processing stages in Scheme 1 for the experiment with GA and
PA. Initial photoproducts can be consumed during the second
photolysis (Stage III), because of their chromophoric carbonyl
groups. The lack of major changes in the mass composition
observed in Figure 7 after Stage I indicates that persistent
species capable of undergoing reversible thermochromism and
photobleaching are formed. Additionally, the analysis of 13C
NMR spectra in the range of δ = 65−85 ppm, corresponding
to saturated carbon (sp3) arising from hydrocarbons with ether
groups,39 shows new peaks appear during stage III and some
disappear during stage IV (Figure S1, Supporting Informa-
tion). This versatile behavior could be provided by some
complex products capable of decomposing and recombining
under sunlight irradiation, which have functional groups that
can react in the dark with low activation energy.
Figure 8 is presented to explore whether higher mass

products are generated during different stages of processing.
Data in red columns (Figure 8) shows how the total ion count
integrated in the interval 50−500 Da varies over all stages.
Integrated ion count, IIC, is calculated from

∑= IIIC i
50

500

(2)

where Ii is the ion count for individual peaks of mass i. The
blue columns in Figure 8 show the change in average mass, M̅,
calculated from

̅ =
∑

∑
M

m I

I
i i

i

50
500

50
500

(3)

Figure 5. (A) Ion count from direct infusion ESI-MS(−) and (B)
areas under the extracted IC-MS chromatographic peaks of species
during the beginning of photolysis (stage I) for the experiment in
Figure 1. Anions correspond to m/z (black ▲) 73, (red ●) 87,
(brown × ) 89, (dark yellow ▲) 147, (blue empty ▽ and filled ▼)
161, (pink empty ○ and filled ●) 163, (filled ■) 175, and (violet ◆
and ◇) 177.

Figure 6. 13C NMR spectra for the experiment in Figure 1 (bottom
black line) before and (top red line) after 6 h photolysis. The inset
shows the spectrum in the range 55−85 ppm. No signals appear
within the two excluded spectral brackets.
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where mi stands for the mass of species i. It is clear that only
for the transition from stage III to IV M̅ decreases while IIC
increases, which matches earlier observations for the
decomposition of PA photoproducts during the aging process.9

No heavier mass than 250 Da formed in the cross
photoreaction of PA and GA. The change of M̅ is small after
the first photolysis and reflects that the loss of total organic
carbon during the whole process is due mainly to
decarboxylation of PA with a quantum yield Φ−CO2

PA = 0.78 in

water,4 rather than to the much less efficient process for GA
with Φ−CO2

GA = 0.002.7

Mechanism of the Cross Photoreaction of GA and PA.
From the learning disclosed in the discussion above and based
on individual photolyses of GA7 and PA,6 a mechanism for the
cross reaction of GA and PA via radical chemistry is proposed
in Scheme 2. Comparing the stronger absorption of PA than
GA in the actinic region and that in the hydration equilibria for
the concentrations in Figure 1 there are 12 more carbonyl
molecules of PA (KHyd = 1.83)40 than GA (KHyd = 300),36 it is
clear that the preferential absorption of PA initiates the
reaction. Thus, first, PA is activated by light (λ > 300 nm) to
produce singlet excited state 1PA* (reaction R1a in Scheme 2),
which undergoes intersystem crossing to a triplet 3PA*
(reaction R1b) that has a lifetime of ∼0.5 μs.5 The thermal
loss of 3PA* can occur by reaction R2.
Then, 3PA* can react via overall reaction R3a + R3b with

the ground state of GA by proton-coupled electron transfer
(PCET) to produce two possible triplet radical-ion pairs, 3RP1
and 3RP2, which are analogous to those observed in frozen PA
solutions.5 After protonation via reactions R5a and R5b and
deprotonation via reactions R6a and R6b, the radical anions
and radical cations respectively form the pairs of ketyl (the
lactic acid radical K• and the glycolic acid radical Y•) and oxyl
(X• and Z•) radicals. The same radicals should result from
coordinated hydrogen atom transfer and electron transfer as an
alternative to PCET. The major total organic carbon loss of the
entire process is related to decarboxylation, which occurs in a
few picoseconds and originates partially in reactions R7a and
R7b from the oxyl radicals Z• and X• that form formyl and
acetyl radicals H• and Q•, respectively. All these new radicals
can combine with neutral molecules available, such as PA,
DHPA, 2-hydroxyacrylic acid (the enol of PA), GA, and 2,2-
dihydroxyacetic acid. The previous reactions of radicals with
neutral molecules (e.g., R8a and R8b) form secondary radicals,
which combine with formyl (reaction R9) and acetyl (reactions
R10a and R10b) radicals. Subsequently, the formation of
polyfunctional carboxylic acid termed oxo-C7 cross-intermedi-
ate, oxo-C8 intermediate of PA, and oxo-C6 cross-intermediate
proceeds. The resulting carboxylic acids can undergo
decarboxylation contributing to the loss of total organic
carbon by reactions R11a, R11b, and R11c to respectively
produce an oxo-C6 cross-product, an oxo-C7 product of PA,
and an oxo-C5 cross-product. Decarboxylation rate constants
for these kinds of reactions are in the order of 1 × 10−3 s−1 at
298 K.4 The formation of the oxo-C5 cross-product at m/z 147
and the oxo-C6 cross-product at m/z 161 originate from the
pathways described above, based on the evidence of detecting
their precursor (intermediates) as anions at m/z 191 and m/z
205 (Figure 3), respectively, before decarboxylation. The
product 2,3-dihydroxy-2-methylsuccinic acid with the molec-
ular mass of 164 Da is formed from the combination of two
ketyl radicals, K• and Y• in reaction R12, which should proceed
with an approximate rate constant of ∼1.2 × 109 M−1 s−1.6 In
addition, reactions R13 and R14 in Scheme 2 show how the
detected self-reaction products of PA (2,3-dimethyltartaric
acid) and GA (tartaric acid) are formed, respectively.
This work also considers an alternative mechanism involving

H-abstraction from DHPA by preformed radicals (Scheme S1,
Supporting Information). However, Scheme S1 is discarded
based on the negative results for the detection of the
hydrazones of 2-hydroxypropanal (MW 74.079) and acetoin

Figure 7. ESI-MS(−) spectra of the experiment in Figure 1 during
stages I−IV in Scheme 1 (A) before photolysis, (B) after 6 h
irradiation in stage I, (C) at the end of the dark aging process in stage
II, (D) after 6 h photolysis in stage III of panel C, and (E) after the
completion of the aging process in stage IV.

Figure 8. Integrated ion count and average mass in the ESI-MS for
the experiment in Figure 1 before photolysis (0) and after the four
stages in Scheme 1.
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(MW 88.106) that should have developed peaks at m/z 253
and 267 in the UHPLC-ESI-MS chromatogram of photolysis
samples derivatized with DNPH.6 Instead, the UHPLC-MS
analysis in the negative ionization mode shows the hydrazones
with m/z 341 and 327 in Figure S8 (Supporting Information)
have CO moieties, and also confirms the product of neutral
mass 164 Da from reaction R12 (Scheme 2) does not have a
carbonyl. Subtracting the DNPH fragment contributing 180
Da from the identified peaks with m/z 341 and 327 indicates
these peaks correspond to the oxo-C6 cross-product and oxo-
C5 cross-product with neutral masses of 162 and 148 Da,
respectively. Finally, other possibilities for the recombination
of radicals and their addition to neutral molecules beyond
Scheme 2 are considered in Scheme S2−S6 of the Supporting
Information, where isomeric products such as peroxides are
provided.

■ CONCLUSIONS AND ATMOSPHERIC
IMPLICATIONS

This work has studied the cross photoreaction of GA and PA
under simulated solar irradiation and the thermal processing of
the photolyzed reaction mixture in the dark, also exploring the
effects of inorganic electrolytes and [O2(aq)]. The lifetimes of
aqueous GA and PA in the lower troposphere against direct
photolysis at 40° latitude are 11 d and 22 min, respectively.6,7

The mechanism proposed via radicals of dicarbonyl species in
water provides plausible pathways for the generation of

complex organic matter. The cross reactivity of GA and PA
produces species with higher O/C ratios (0.83−1.2) than
observed for the self-reaction of PA (0.71−1). Thus, GA
increases the formation of more oxygenated species and
expands the reactivity channels of PA in atmospheric aerosols.
PA behaves as a photosensitizer that induces the reactivity of
GA, forming new species. Therefore, similar processes should
be operative in tropospheric waters to produce aqueous SOA
of higher structural complexity than the precursors.
Structural information gained from direct infusion ESI-MS,

IC-MS, and NMR spectroscopy, monitoring of optical
property changes, and previous photolysis studies for GA
and PA serves as the basis for the proposed mechanism
(Scheme 2) for the cross photoreaction in water.3−7,26,27,40,41

The mechanism involves the direct participation of radicals
and explains the production of the C5- and C6-carboxylic acid
cross-products with carbonyl and ether functional groups. In
addition, other possibilities for the mechanism are depicted in
Schemes S1−S6 (Supporting Information). The new species
with molecular formulas C5H8O5 (148 Da), C6H10O5 (162
Da), and C5H8O6 (164 Da) are enhanced in the presence of
inorganic electrolytes, and are formed very favorably in air vs in
N2(g). Notably, the cross reaction disfavors the production of
the oxo-C7 product, which drops ∼34 times compared to the
self-reaction. However, the generation of 2,3-dimethyltartaric
acid, another self-reaction product of PA, is still important

Scheme 2. Proposed Mechanism for the Cross Reaction of Aqueous GA and PA
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during the cross reaction. The production of a trace of tartaric
acid, a dimer of GA self-reaction, is detected.
Reproducible photobleaching and thermochromism periods

coincide with irradiation and thermal aging stages. The
environmental implications of this observation relate the
optical properties of complex oligomers with the effect of
inorganic electrolytes and dissolved O2(aq) levels. Only an
O2(g)-saturated atmosphere has a detrimental effect on the
development of thermochromism. However, the absorbance of
products increases as the [O2(aq)] decreases following the
order O2(g) < air < N2(g). In this regard, the optical properties
of organic aerosols are affected by their variable and complex
particle size, structure, and chemical composition, which
should be integrated with thermochromism and photo-
bleaching parametrization factors into climate models.
Accordingly, the variable direct and indirect effects of organic
aerosols on the Earth’s energy balance could be better
constrained.42,43
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